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Why do you believe God is calling you to ministry of Word and Sacrament in the 

Presbyterian Church (USA) and how is the Body of Christ affirming this call?  

 My period of inquiry has been an eye-opening and challenging experience as I reach the 

end of my middler year at PTS. Reflecting on the last year as I have thought critically and tried 

to discern my path, I have had several formative experiences that have helped to clarify my own 

process. The first was doing my field ed last summer at Northminster Presbyterian Church with 

Rev. Dani Forbess after finishing my first year of seminary. I found myself in a vulnerable place, 

wondering if there was a place for me in church or if I was cut out for pastoral ministry. Dani 

carved out a space for me to work out my insecurities and questions as well as for me to explore 

my gifts, which was a great help to me. Leading bible studies, preaching five times over that 

summer, and participating in the life of NPC was a restful experience that allowed me to both 

explore the theological discomfort and destabilization that comes with the first year of seminary 

while also having to continue the every day work of ministry. It helped me to acclimate myself to 

a different pace of ministry than I had known before, and to recognize that the work of God is 

often slow and hard to notice if you are not looking closely. While I believe that big, 

transformative moments in pastoral ministry are gifts, often God is in the steady and slow, day 

after day  and Sunday to Sunday work. This work is not always glamorous or easy, but I felt after 

completing my time at NPC that I had a fuller and deeper picture of ministry and how I could fit 

into it. Also, my field ed experience over this last year with Rev. Nancy Mikoski and Rev. David 

Hallgren at Pennington Presbyterian Church was a valuable addition and extension of  my 

learning at NPC. It exposed me to another model of ministry that provided a setting where I 

could learn again that the everyday work of pastoral ministry is not always fast-paced but 

rewarding if you are constantly looking for God’s work in the small and seemingly unremarkable 

moments.  

 Concurrently, I am learning more and more about my identity as a person of faith and 

also as a gay man. For so long I struggled to understand how they could both exist with enough 

space and room for each. As I have spent time in personal reflection, having conversations with 

close friends, and pursuing classes at PTS that have helped clarify my theological, biblical and 

personal convictions on sexuality, I have realized that it is not so much a matter of making space 

for each separate part of me but that these parts can and indeed should begin to fuse with one 

another. Identity is not a bunch of disparate elements that find space to co-exist with one another, 

but rather they flow in and out of each other with no end or beginning. This is an incredible gift 
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of peace as I continue to understand what it means to be humbly and unapologetically myself as 

a Christian and as I pursue ordination in the PC(USA). Believing that we are all exactly as God 

has created us to be, in all our beauty and brokenness, is the conviction that gives me the energy 

to look into the future and dream about what my ministry could be. It is a settledness that I could 

not have found for myself, but mysteriously sustains and supports me even when it seems like 

what is before me is insurmountable or unachievable.  

 I am also struck by the journey that has led me to the PC(USA) and how I could never 

have planned or anticipated the path it would take. While I believe that I still have much to learn, 

another clarifying experience that has supplemented my field ed experiences leads me to believe 

that I am well-suited to ministry within the PC(USA). I have had the incredible privilege of 

being a part of the LGBTQ student group on campus, and during the second semester of this last 

year we were faced with an incredibly painful challenge that I believe helped us ( and myself) to 

grow immensely.  We discovered that the Abraham Kuyper Center for Public Theology, which is 

affiliated with PTS, was planning to award Tim Keller the Kuyper award for excellence in public 

theology. I was disheartened and discouraged that the place that was training me for ministry, 

which affirms the equality and dignity of women and LGBTQ people, would allow such a thing 

to happen. I found myself, with much support and guidance from faculty and student voices, 

writing a letter asking President Barnes to consider what that might communicate about PTS’ 

values and who we are called to be. I did not expect that the result of that letter and the student 

and alumni outcry would be to withhold the prize money, nor did we ask for it. However, this did 

not calm the tension on campus and for our student body. It was a really painful realization when 

I began to understand that there were students on campus who were upset and disappointed that 

the award had been taken away, and that there was much work to be done to mend and heal the 

rifts in our community. As I was reflecting on whether or not I had done the right thing, if I was 

just fulfilling the trope of the angry gay person with an agenda or painting a target on my back, I 

had an experience that brought things more into focus.  

 It was after Tim Keller had come and gone, and I was in my dorm bathroom brushing my 

teeth and getting ready for bed. Someone approached me and in our conversation he came out to 

me. It became clear as we continued to talk that he was not out in our community, nor did he feel 

like he had anyone to talk to. This was an instructive moment for me, and also something that I 

want to take forward in ministry. As important as it is to mend the rifts in our communities over 

our disagreements on sexuality, I also found that I was more drawn to the work of caring for 
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those who are suffering and in pain. Civility, forbearance and respect and worthy goals that must 

be pursued. However, I also believe that the office of Minister of Word and Sacrament carries a 

strong call and responsibility to care for those who are immediately and objectively suffering. As 

a gay man, I feel at every turn that I am called to be thoughtfully committed and intentionally 

engaged in this work. Because of the PC(USA)’s possibility of openness to LGBTQ people, I 

feel like there is a place for me within the denomination and also room for growth both within 

myself and also for the PC(USA)’s welcome to the LGBTQ community.  


